There's something delicious about

FREE.

Get this FREE Deluxe Coffeemaker just for trying Gevalia.®

The
Gevalia
Promise

®

• Sleek brushed stainless steel design
• S
 pecially designed for the fine
grind of Gevalia
• Brews up to 12 delicious cups

LOVE YOUR COFFEE OR IT'S FREE
We guarantee our coffees 100%.
COFFEE, COFFEE, COFFEE
40 different roasts, blends, flavors and single bean
varieties. All 100% Arabica (that’s the tasty kind).
GEVALIA PERKS
You'll have free and easy access to exclusive savings
of up to 80% off at retailers worldwide like Macys.com,
Bestbuy.com, Wine.com, Target.com and about 25,000 more.

• P
 rogrammable with a digital clock
and timer
• Pause-and-serve feature lets you enjoy
a cup before the entire pot has brewed
•

WE’RE FLEXIBLE LIKE THAT
Managing your account online is super easy. You can
change anything: the kind of coffee you want, how often
you want it, and the amount, anytime you want.
Just visit GEVALIA.COM or call 1.800.GEVALIA.

We search the world for the best coffees.
All you have to do is open your front door.

$99 value, yours FREE
XXX-XXXXX-XX

Welcome to Gevalia.
May we take your order?
®

At Gevalia, premium coffee isn’t just a label. It’s the direct result
of a process that begins with the world’s finest coffee beans,
hand-selected and picked at altitudes over 2,000 feet, where

Roasts and Blends Great for everyday.

Flavors Perfect with (or as) dessert.

Select Varietals® Our popular single-bean roasts.

Light Roast

Dark Roast

Espresso Roast

Traditional Roast®

Crème Brulee

Vanilla Nut

French Vanilla

Mocha

Colombia

Kenya

Mocca Java

Medium-bodied,
mild and smooth with
a subtle fragrance.

A bolder, more intense
coffee, full-bodied with
slightly woody notes.

Full-bodied, with the
characteristic bitter
notes of espresso.*

Highly aromatic,
beautifully balanced
and medium-roasted
to perfection.

Full-flavored and velvety
smooth, with hints
of caramel and cream.**

Rich and velvety,
with nutty and smooth
vanilla overtones.**

Like a luscious
buttercream confection,
with honey and
almond notes.**

Rich chocolate
flavor is blended
with roasted Arabica
beans for a sweetly
satisfying experience.**

A rich, complex coffee,
with a medium-to-full
body and a clean
winey flavor.

A medium-to-fullbodied coffee with
distinct blackberry
undertones.

Earthy and very
full-bodied, with
hints of spice and
gentle sweetness.

French Roast

Signature Blend

Breakfast Blend

Chocolate Raspberry

Irish Creme

Hazelnut

Peruvian Organic

Antigua

Our darkest roast,
intensely bold and fullbodied with a pleasant,
smoky flavor.†

Our Master Taster’s
preferred blend.
Full-bodied and dark.

A dark-roasted, full-bodied
blend of highly aromatic
Arabica beans.

A touch of rich chocolate
flavor with the essence of
tangy raspberry.**

A hint of creamy and
buttery non-alcoholic
Irish Creme flavor.**

Delicate hazelnut flavor
with subtle nutty, buttery
and vanilla nuances.**

Certified 100% organic
coffee from the Andes.
Light, with floral acidity
and subtle earthiness.††

Renowned for its beautifully
balanced taste and aroma, this
full-bodied Guatemalan coffee
has just a hint of sweetness.

flavor is at its peak. Our coffee is meticulously roasted and
blended under the strict supervision of a Master Taster.
Choose any of these 19 varieties for an incredibly smooth and
rich taste. That’s exactly why you won’t find Gevalia in any store.
Gevalia is vacuum sealed to lock in flavor and delivered direct
to you for maximum freshness. Now that’s service.

Call 1.800.GEVALIA or place your order online
at GEVALIA.COM/tryit .

*Not available in Decaffeinated whole bean. Whole bean Regular available in 7-oz packages only. **Not available in whole bean. †Whole bean (Regular and Decaffeinated) available in 7-oz packages only.

Not available in Decaffeinated.

††

Want more coffee options? We have tons at GEVALIA.COM

